Retinopathy of prematurity blindness worldwide: phenotypes in the third epidemic
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Abstract: Blindness due to retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) is an increasing problem worldwide as improved levels of neonatal care are provided in countries with developing neonatal intensive care units. The occurrence of ROP blindness varies dramatically with the socioeconomic development of a country. In regions with high levels of neonatal care and adequate resources, ROP blindness is largely restricted to premature infants with very low birth weight and low gestational age while in middle- and low-income countries with regional variation in technology and capacity, limited health resources may well limit the care of the premature newborn.
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Introduction
Control of childhood blindness is a priority for the World Health Organization Vision 2020 effort. Among the causes of blindness that are avoidable and/or treatable, retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) leads as a cause where an impact could be made by using a multidisciplinary approach and collaboration among stakeholders, including physicians, nurses, other caregivers, hospital administrators, and parents. The occurrence of severe ROP (defined here as ROP requiring treatment, ie, Type 1 ROP as defined in 2003 in the early treatment for ROP study), which may result in blindness, varies dramatically with the level of neonatal and ophthalmologic care given in neonatal intensive care units (NICUs), which in turn depends on the socioeconomic development of a country. Lawn et al noted that there are ~15 million infants born prematurely each year with 1.2 million born in high-income countries with access to full neonatal intensive care, another 8.2 million born in middle-income or low-income countries with access to hospital births but perhaps in hospitals with limited space, staff, and equipment, and 5.6 million born in low-income countries with home birth and care at home and therefore a limited chance of survival.

In high-income countries, the level of neonatal care in premature infants is generally excellent due to the availability of economic and technological resources and adequate personnel. ROP-associated blindness is relatively uncommon and accounts for <10% of individuals with blindness. However, in middle- and low-income countries with regional variation in technology and capacity, limited health resources may well limit the care of the premature newborn as the survival of smaller and less mature infants increases. In these regions, ROP blindness may account for up to 40% of blindness. However, the care given may vary widely in these regions, countries, and even within cities.
well develop ROP blindness as experience in the care of these infants develops. This results in a much greater percentage of childhood blindness up to 40% due to limited resources and expertise.\(^6\)

There have been three distinct periods that could be termed ROP “epidemics”. In the 1940s and early 1950s, ROP blindness was first observed and was related to unrestricted oxygen administration with no means of monitoring its use. Infants under 1,000 g birth weight rarely survived during this period, and some larger, more mature infants were blinded. Once the association of ROP with oxygen was recognized and its use restricted, fewer infants had ROP blindness and there was an unfortunate increase in mortality, likely due to the restricted oxygen administration.\(^9\)

By the late 1960s and 1970s, monitoring of oxygen saturation had been developed as had numerous other advances in neonatal care in countries with well-developed neonatal units. This resulted in the increased survival of smaller, less mature infants, in particular those <1,000 g. However, this increased survival resulted in ROP blindness, despite the improvements in technology and knowledge.\(^10\)

A third epidemic developed, first recorded in the 1990s, when ROP blindness was increasingly observed in countries developing neonatal intensive care. This included the People’s Republic of China, South America, Eastern Europe, Russia, and countries in South and Southeast Asia. Based on the data from 2010, Blencowe et al\(^{11}\) estimated that there were \(~2.6\) million premature infants born with gestational ages of <32 weeks and calculated that the acute phase ROP varied from \(~20\)% in countries with very low neonatal mortality rates (<5 per thousand births) to nearly 40% in countries with greater mortality rates. An estimated 20,000 infants had severe visual impairment or blindness with almost half as many again with mild or moderate impairment. Figure 1 shows the findings of Blencowe et al\(^{11}\) study based on regional differences. The size of the circle indicates the size of the premature population born in each region. Within the circle, the darker wedge indicates the proportion of the population that is blind or severely visually handicapped. From these circles, it is clear that the majority of visually impaired survivors were born in middle-income regions of Latin America, East and South Asia, Eastern Europe, and Central Asia. Since optimal neonatal care and effective ROP detection and treatment programs are still being developed in these regions, there are opportunities for preventive interventions from both neonatal care and ophthalmological perspectives.\(^6,12\)

It is important to recall that not all infants who develop some stage of ROP will become blind or visually impaired.\(^5\) The most recent large clinical trial of treatment was the early treatment for ROP trial conducted in 26 clinical centers in the USA.\(^5\) Infants with <1,251 g birth weight were enrolled and approximately two-third of infants developed some stage of ROP. Less than 10% of enrolled infants developed ROP severe enough to consider treatment, and this trial determined

---

**Figure 1** Burden by world region of retinopathy of prematurity related visual impairment among premature infants born in 2010 and surviving the neonatal period.

that peripheral retinal ablation of eyes with zone I ROP with
plus disease, zone I stage 3 ROP without plus disease, or
zone II stage 2 or 3 ROP with plus disease all benefited from
the treatment. Eyes with these ROP findings were classified
as having “Type 1” ROP. Among the treated eyes, only 14.5%
had an “unfavorable” visual acuity at 9 months after term
and the remainder had functional acuity. Visual acuity was
measured using Teller acuity cards, and unfavorable was
defined as worse than four standard deviations below the
normal value for age, ie, very poor or blind. This level of
ROP severity is the current indication for the treatment of
established acute phase ROP, and its relatively low incidence
means that detecting those few infants who develop ROP
needing treatment is time and personnel intensive, even in
regions of the world with excellent neonatal care.

ROP detection programs

There are several important aspects of ROP natural his-
tory that are essential parts of planning effective detection
programs. One of the most useful aspects is that the infants
who develop ROP severe enough to require treatment
are almost always still in the hospital and are therefore
accessible to caregivers. The onset of ROP in most of
the infants is ∼32 weeks postmenstrual age (PMA), and
the most severe disease occurs in the 35–39-week PMA
period.13 Larger, more mature infants do tend to develop
ROP at a bit earlier PMA than the very low birth weight
group.14 However, in terms of defining what population of
premature infants needs to be examined, the criteria needed
to detect those with severe ROP vary substantially based
on the level of neonatal care in the region. These criteria
must be developed locally based on the data on infants
screened and treated in a country, and in the absence of
data, imposing very broad birth weight and gestational age
criteria is an essential first step with the aim to narrow the
data, imposing very broad birth weight and gestational age
screening guideline with the aim to revise as needed.

In general, the reliable assessment of birth weight and ges-
tational age for an infant is available at the time of birth, and
in most countries, these criteria are used to determine which
infants and when these infants need to be examined.15 In the
UK, the current guidelines used to determine which infants
must be examined are those with <1,251 g birth weight or
<31 weeks gestational age.16 Slightly larger (up to 1,500 g)
or more mature infants (up to 32 weeks gestation) are also
eligible. In the USA, the criteria are infants with <31 weeks
of gestational age or <1,500 g birth weight and also more
mature or larger birth weight infants who have an “unstable”
clinical course.17

Figure 2A shows the birth weight and gestational age of
infants from NICUs in the UK, the US, and Canada who
were reported to have treated for severe ROP or had stage 4 or
stage 5 ROP in the early 2000s. All but one infant fell within
the UK criteria for screening examination. The mean birth
weight of these infants was <800 g, and the mean gestational
age was <26 weeks.

In contrast, Figure 2B provides the birth weight and
gestational age of infants using the same ROP status as
Figure 2A also in the early 2000s from eight middle-income
countries and two low-income countries. Again, the UK
criteria are presented in the figure. The mean birth weight of
these infants was >1,000 g in all the represented countries,
except Chile (903 g) and Brazil (952 g). Similarly, the mean
gestational age for each country ranged from just >26 to
35 weeks. For these countries, 13% of the infants had birth
weights or gestational ages that exceeded the criteria used
in the UK. Moreover, from Figures 1 and 2, it is reasonable
to hypothesize that the infants in the lower left quadrant of
Figure 2A from middle- and low-income countries likely
received excellent care similar to the infants in that quadrant
in high-income countries.

These two figures emphasize the importance of develop-
ing screening criteria appropriate to the population of
premature infants being cared for in various countries. Some
countries have elected to have wide criteria until sufficient
data are collected. For example, <34 weeks gestational age
and <2,000 g birth weight were often used as an initial start-
ing guideline with the aim to revise as needed.

It is also apparent from Figures 2 and 3 that the current
“third” epidemic reflects both conditions from the “first”
epidemic in which there was unrestricted use of oxygen
supplementation and the “second” epidemic where prema-
turity was a major contributor to morbidity.6 This situation
highlights the need for increased awareness of this potentially
blinding disease and careful monitoring of risk factors,
including oxygen administration. Increased surveillance and
further attention to equipment, personnel, and training in
ophthalmology, neonatology, and nursing will not eliminate
blindness due to ROP but will decrease its incidence.

Development of ROP blindness
prevention programs

There are four key components that need attention as ROP
detection and treatment programs develop in middle- and
low-income countries. They are: 1) epidemiologic and
health systems research as outlined briefly earlier; 2) building effective teams of caregivers within the institution; 3) improving local capacity in terms of personnel, equipment, and education; and 4) partnerships between institutions. Financial support for the latter is often initiated by nongovernmental institutions such as Orbis, Christoffel Blindenmission, Pan American Health Organization, and the International Agency for the Prevention of Blindness among many others. However, for sustaining programs in the long run, support from the governmental agencies is essential.

Building effective teams and improving local capacity are intimately intertwined and require extensive planning and support within the target region. ROP workshops have proven as an effective way to accomplish these two components. The purpose of the workshops is to use the experience and expertise of participants to plan efficient and effective programs for the control of blindness due to ROP. Workshops are led by in-country leaders in the effort and often assisted by international ROP experts. The objectives of a 2–3-day workshop are to understand the current ROP situation, to

Figure 2 Birth weight and gestational age of infants with threshold disease or worse from three high income countries (A); and low/middle income countries (B) in 1996–2002.

Notes: The horizontal line indicates the boundaries of the United Kingdom screening data. The letters in brackets refer to different regions or cities within a country. Reproduced with permission from Pediatrics, 115:e518–e525. Copyright © 2005 by the AAP. Gilbert C, Fielder A, Gordillo L, et al. Characteristics of infants with severe retinopathy of prematurity in countries with low, moderate, and high levels of development: implications for screening programs.6

Abbreviations: GA, gestational age; ROP, retinopathy of prematurity.
develop or improve national guidelines, to institute the use of common forms for ROP and neonatal data, and to develop short- and long-term goals. This approach has proven to be effective in developing and improving programs in Latin America over the last 15 years, with both Latin American workshops (in which many countries participated) and single country or regional efforts. For example, a Latin America workshop was held in Lima, Peru, in 2005 with participation from 19 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean. There were ROP detection and treatment programs in most of the countries, but five countries had no current program. Since that time, with extensive effort and support, all five countries have developed programs and others have improved their programs. However, the effort to move forward can be spasmodic. The effort depends on more than just the ophthalmologists, nurses, and neonatologists participating in the workshops. Local and national ministries of health depend on a stable government for support, a condition that is sometimes not the case with frequent changes in administrators and administrations.

One clear example of the benefits of team building is highlighted in a Caribbean island nation. In 2005, there was no ROP detection or treatment program, but shortly afterward, a program was started in this country with 230,000 births annually at that time. By the time of an in-country workshop in 2007, a program had been started, and the workshop participants agreed to national guidelines for ROP screening: <2,500 g birth weight or <37 weeks gestational age. The participants also agreed on using a standard reporting form, increasing awareness through advocacy with hospital administrations, the Ministry of Health, and other stakeholders including parents of premature infants. Further training for caregivers was planned. In a follow-up workshop just 15 months later, three regional referral treatment centers had been established, each with laser equipment for the treatment of severe disease. ROP had been recognized as an important cause of blindness by the Societies of Ophthalmology and Pediatrics, and a law requiring ROP examinations for premature infants who fell within the guidelines was being proposed. Data were available for seven NICUs, and >600 infants with gestational ages of <37 weeks had been examined. ROP was noted in 30% of the examined infants with a treatment required in 13%. Among those treated, there were infants with birth weights of 2,060, 2,265, 2,500, and 2,627 g. Work has continued in this region.

One of the critical components of an effective ROP program is adequate personnel and equipment. This was highlighted by Zin et al in 2010 in six NICUs of Rio de Janeiro. The rate of ROP requiring treatment varied from 4% in a nursery with an infant to nurse ratio of 2:1 compared to a 12% treatment rate in a nursery with an infant to nurse ratio of 17:1 and a 9% treatment rate in a nursery with an infant to nurse ratio of 8:1. Similarly, Gordillo et al documented in 2012 that there were more than four times more infants on supplemental oxygen than there were oxygen analyzers available for monitoring therapy. Such conditions set up the likelihood of first epidemic ROP blindness, and addressing these conditions is an ongoing struggle in many of the NICUs in middle- and low-income countries.

**Summary for control of ROP blindness**

A multidisciplinary approach is essential to address the needs of premature infants in middle- and low-income countries as they develop neonatal intensive care. Education should be imparted to health care personnel with adequate training to care for the premature infants. Adequate equipment is needed for neonatal and ophthalmologic care. Specific protocols are needed for determining which infants need to be evaluated as well as for continued monitoring of results with standard databases. To be effective and sustained, there must be governmental support. In addition, collaborations among individuals (international and in-country) are needed with the involvement of national societies and other professional organizations. The involvement of parents and other members of the public enhances the awareness and increases the likelihood of a sustained effective effort.
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